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1. Introduction
Electron transfer (ET) reactions are fundamental steps in biological redox processes.
Respiration is a case in point: at least 15 ET reactions are required to take reducing
equivalents from NADH, deposit them in O2, and generate the electrochemical proton
gradient that drives ATP synthesis.1–10 Most of these reactions involve quantum tunneling
between weakly coupled redox cofactors (ET distances >10 Å) embedded in the interiors of
folded proteins. Here we review experimental findings that have shed light on the factors
controlling these distant ET events. We also review work on a Re-modified copper protein
photosystem in which multistep electron tunneling (hopping) through an intervening
tryptophan is orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding single-step ET reaction.
If proton transfers are coupled to ET events, we refer to the processes as proton coupled ET,
or PCET, a term introduced by Huynh and Meyer in 1981. 11 Here we focus on two protein
redox machines, photosystem II and ribonucleotide reductase, where PCET processes
involving tyrosines are believed to be critical for function. Relevant tyrosine model systems
also will be discussed.
2. Electron Transfer in Proteins
A great many biological energy transduction pathways depend upon the rapid movement of
electrons or holes over long distances (> 30 Å) through proteins. Many redox enzymes
require the transfer of holes at high potentials, where sidechains of redox active amino acids,
like tyrosine and tryptophan, can become involved. Protein structures are designed to
facilitate rapid and efficient charge transport along specific pathways and prevent off-path
diffusion of redox equivalents; mutations, denaturants and other disruptions of the redox
pathway can hinder or curtail electron transfer.
2.1 Flash-Quench Experiments
Semiclassical ET theory provides a basic framework for understanding the specific rates of
reaction between an electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) held at fixed distance and
orientation (kET, Eq. 1).12–14 These rates depend on three critical parameters: (1) the driving
force for the electron transfer (−ΔG°); (2) the extent of nuclear reorientation in D, A, and the
solvent that accompanies formation of D+ and A− (λ); and (3) the electronic coupling
between the reactants [D,A] and the products [D+, A−] at
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the transition state (HAB). The first two parameters depend largely on the chemical
composition and environments of the redox centers, whereas the third is a function of the D-
A distance and the structure of the intervening medium.12–18
Inter- and intramolecular laser flash-quench methods have been utilized to trigger ET
reactions.12,19–29 These methods have been used to study the distance and medium
dependences of long-range electron tunneling reactions,12,14,30–45 to trigger redox enzyme
catalysis,46 and initiate multistep tunneling processes.47 In a typical reaction sequence, a
laser-excited M-diimine sensitizer (*MS) directly donates (accepts) an electron to (from) a
redox partner (*ET), generating the oxidized (reduced) diimine complex and the reduced
(oxidized) partner (Figure 1, 1→2→3 (6→4→5)).23 The intermediate formed in this
excited-state ET reaction decays in a subsequent charge-recombination reaction to
regenerate the original D-A complex (3→1 (5→6)). This scheme is viable only when
intramolecular ET competes effectively with excited-state deactivation (typically 100 ns —
1 μs). If this were the only technique available, the short lifetimes of the excited M-diimine
complexes would limit measurements of ET rates to systems in which the M-diimine and the
protein active site were well coupled.
Intermolecular flash-quench methods have been used to study systems in which charge
separation does not compete with excited-state decay, or when the lifetime of the charge-
separated state must be protracted.22–23,28 This method takes advantage of bimolecular
quenching and scavenging reactions to separate photogenerated holes and electrons onto
different molecules that diffuse away from one another. Once the charges are separated onto
different molecules, their timescale for recombination moves into the millisecond range — a
thousand-fold improvement over intramolecular charge separation. In the flash-quench
procedure (Figure 1: oxidative 6→4→3→1; reductive 1→2→5→6), a quencher (Q) is
added to the solution to react with *M in a bimolecular ET reaction. This quenching process
generates the same intermediates as the intramolecular quenching reaction (3 or 5), but with
greater efficiency. Once generated, the intermediate will react via intramolecular ET (3→1,
5→6). Then, on a much longer timescale (~ms), the reduced (oxidized) quencher will react
with the oxidized (reduced) protein to regenerate the original complex (6 or 1). Even longer
time windows can be examined (seconds) if irreversible redox quenchers are employed.
Flash-quench protocols have been used to measure CuI→RuIII ET (−ΔG° = 0.7 eV) in a set
of RuII-modified Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurins to establish the distance dependence of
ET along β-strands.14,48–49 A timetable for driving-force-optimized electron tunneling in
azurin (Figure 2) reveals a nearly perfect exponential distance dependence, with a decay
constant (β) of 1.1 Å−1, and an intercept at close contact (ro = 3 Å) of 1013 s−1.12,14 This
decay constant is quite similar to that found for superexchange mediated tunneling across
saturated alkane bridges (β ~ 1.0 Å−1),50–51 strongly indicating that a similar coupling
mechanism is operative in the polypeptide. Studies have shown that Cu I to RuIII or OsIII ET
rates in labeled azurin crystals are nearly identical with solution values for each donor
acceptor pair.52
The kinetics of ET reactions have been examined in more than 30 Ru(diimine)2+
metalloproteins.14,24–26,28,36–37,42–43,45,53–55 Driving-force-optimized tunneling times are
scattered around the RuII-azurin 1.1-Å−1 exponential distance decay (Figure 2). ET rates at a
single distance can differ by as much as a factor of 103, and D-A distances that differ by as
much as 5 Å can produce virtually identical rates. Beratan, Onuchic, and coworkers15,56–57
developed a generalization of the McConnell superexchange coupling model58 that accounts
for rate scatter attributable to protein structural complexity. In this tunneling-pathway
model, the medium between D and A is decomposed to smaller subunits linked by covalent
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bonds, hydrogen bonds, and through-space jumps. More elaborate computational protocols
also have shed light on the factors that determine distant coupling in proteins.18,59–61
2.2 Hole Hopping
Coupling-limited (activationless) ET reactions in Ru-proteins occur by single-step electron
tunneling over a wide distance range (10 to 25 Å).14,48,52,62 Electron transport over very
long molecular distances (> 25 Å) likely involves multistep tunneling (hopping)63–70 in
which redox-active amino acid sidechains act as intermediate donors or acceptors rather than
tunneling bridges.12,14,71 Our work has shown that electrons could be transported 30 Å or
more in hundreds of nanoseconds if an intervening redox center (Int) with a reduction
potential (E(Int+/0)) well above that of the donor (E(D+/0)) but not more than 200 mV above
that of the acceptor (E(A0/−)) is placed between D and A.12,14
Employing three ReI(CO)3(dmp)(His124)-azurins (dmp = (4,7-dimethyl-1,10-
phenanthroline), we have demonstrated that an intervening tryptophan can facilitate electron
transfer between distant metal redox centers.47 In these ReI-azurins, a histidine is at position
124 on the β strand extending from methionine-121 and either tryptophan, tyrosine, or
phenylalanine is at position 122. The X-ray crystal structure of the ReI-labeled Trp122
variant (Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuII-azurin) (Figure 3) shows that the dmp ligand and the
Trp122 indole group are near van der Waals contact (~4 Å), and the Cu-Re distance is 19.4
Å.47
Transient absorption measurements reveal rapid (<50 ns) formation of CuII following 355-
nm laser excitation of Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin (E°[Re(His124)+*/Re(His124)0] =
1.4 V vs. NHE)72 with concomitant formation of Re(His124)0; charge recombination to
regenerate CuI occurs in ~3 μs (Figure 4). Importantly, CuII was not produced following
excitation of either Re(His124)+(Phe122)CuI-azurin or Re(His124)+(Tyr122)CuI-azurin.
Time-resolved infrared absorption (TRIR) spectra reveal bleaches at 1920 and 2030 cm−1
(ground-state C≡O absorptions) and new features at ~1960, 2012, and ~2040 cm−1,
characteristic of the 3MLCT excited state; 73 in addition, peaks attributable to Re(His124)0
appear at 1888 and 2004 cm−1.74 The reduced complex also forms following excitation of
Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuII-azurin and Re(His124)+(Trp122)ZnII-azurin, but not after
excitation of Re(His124)+(Tyr122)ZnII-azurin. Nanosecond visible transient absorption
experiments confirm that no CuII is formed upon excitation of Re(His124)+(Phe122)CuI-
azurin or Re(His124)+ (Tyr122)CuI-azurin at 355 nm.
The transient spectroscopic data have been interpreted in terms of the kinetics model shown
in Figure 5. Optical excitation of Re(His124)+ creates a 1MLCT excited state, which
undergoes ~150 fs intersystem crossing75 to a vibrationally excited 3MLCT (*3MLCT) state.
Subpicosecond generation of Re(His124)0 is attributable to ET from Trp122 to 1MLCT
Re(His124)+. The source of reducing equivalents in these fast ET reactions is the indole side
chain of Trp122, as Re(His124)0 was not produced in any protein containing Phe122 or
Tyr122.
It is striking that the oxidation of CuI in Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin is more than two
orders of magnitude faster than expected for electron tunneling over 19 Å.47 Analysis of the
reaction kinetics reveals that the reduction potential of Re(His124)+* is just 28 mV greater
than that of (Trp122)•+/0, but that is sufficient for very rapid (~ns) ET between closely
spaced redox sites. The Trp cation radical is a relatively weak acid (pKa = 4.5(2));76–77 its
deprotonation, which is energetically favorable at pH 7, likely would take a few hundred
nanoseconds or longer.64 The rate of deprotonation is critical, as (Trp122)•+ can rapidly
oxidize CuI in the azurin active site only if it remains protonated in the hopping
intermediate.
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Semiclassical ET theory was employed to generate a hopping map of driving-force effects
on two-step (CuI→Int→*ML) and single-step (CuI→*ML) tunneling rates for a molecular
framework analogous to that of Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin (Figure 6).47 The map
shows that the rate advantage of the multistep process is lost if the first tunneling step is too
endergonic (ΔG° (Int→*ML) >200 meV).12,14 Consistent with this prediction, replacement
of Trp122 by Tyr or Phe inhibits the initial ET event because the reduction potentials of
their cation radicals are more than 200 mV above E°(Re(His124) +*/(Re(His124)0).
Concerted oxidation and deprotonation of Tyr122 by Re(His124)+* likely would be
accompanied by a significant activation barrier.
Multistep electron tunneling in Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin is reminiscent of the radical
transfer reaction involved in the photactivation of DNA photolyase.64 Brettel has shown that
a hole migrates over 13 Å in <10 ns from an electronically excited flavin radical cofactor
(FADH•) to a solvent-exposed Trp306 residue in the E. coli enzyme. Photochemically
generated (Trp306)• + deprotonates with a time constant of ~300 ns, with both water and
buffer serving as proton acceptors. The mechanism of electron transport likely involves
multistep tunneling via intervening Trp residues (Trp382, Trp359) separated by 4–5 Å. A
key requirement for rapid hole migration to Trp306 is that Trp382 and Trp359 are protected
from buffer and solvent so that hole transfer along the chain is not interrupted by
deprotonation of the transient radical cation.
The effectiveness of Trp residues in mediating multistep tunneling diminishes considerably
when the indole side chain is solvent exposed.78–79 Investigations by Giese and coworkers
of hole transport along polyproline (PP II) helices report the extent of 20-Å radical
migration in 40 ns from a photochemically generated alkoxy-aryl radical cation to a terminal
Tyr residue.80–81 The introduction of potential hole-relaying amino acids near the center of
the peptide was shown to affect the Tyr radical formation yield. Trp was found to be an
inefficient relay residue: the 40-ns transient spectrum revealed little Tyr•, but a substantial
population of deprotonated Trp radical. Prior investigations have shown that Tyr to Trp•
electron transfer along polyproline peptides is sluggish (kobs ~ 2 × 104 s−1 with a single
intervening proline residue).82 As expected, the rates increase by about an order of
magnitude when the N-Me-Trp•+ cation radical is used in place of Trp•. Hence, it is not
surprising that little Tyr radical formation is observed in 40 ns with three prolines separating
Trp and Tyr. The hopping map in Figure 6 illustrates that reduced driving force for the
second ET step severely limits the overall timescale for multistep tunneling. By making
measurements of a single 40-ns snapshot, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the overall
multistep tunneling kinetics.
3. Proton Coupled Electron Transfer (PCET)
Many electron transfer reactions are coupled to proton transfer events. Complete
mechanistic descriptions of PCET processes in both proteins and model complexes are
research goals in many laboratories. Our review will cover a selected set of investigations in
this currently very active area at the interface of chemistry and biology.
3.1 Kinetics Modeling
Square schemes (Figure 7) help visualize different mechanisms for the transfer of an
electron and a proton from one chemical species to another.83–85 In the first scheme, often
referred to as collinear PCET, a proton and an electron from a single donor transfer along
the same direction to a single acceptor, AH + B → A + BH.84 The two limiting stepwise
mechanisms are illustrated by the perimeter of the square: either proton transfer to form an
intermediate state A− + HB+, followed by electron transfer (PT-ET); or electron transfer to
form AH+ + B− followed by proton transfer (ET-PT).86 Alternatively, a concerted pathway,
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87 referred to here as CPET, where there is no kinetic intermediate, is on the square’s
diagonal. The second scheme shows pathways for proton and electron transfer to separate
proton and electron acceptors, AH—B + C+ → A—HB+ + C, often referred to as orthogonal
or bidirectional PCET or multiple site electron-proton transfer (MS-EPT).11,88–89 Here,
similar stepwise mechanisms of proton transfer followed by electron transfer and electron
transfer followed by proton transfer proceed through intermediates A−—HB+ + C+ and
AH+—B + C, respectively. The CPET diagonal pathway features simultaneous electron and
proton transfers to their respective acceptors. It is important to note that in the PCET
descriptions above, the electrons and protons originate from different sites on the donor. In
contrast, the proton and electron in a hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) reaction come from the
same chemical bond.11
In simultaneous electron and proton transfer processes, the lifetimes of discrete proton or
electron transfer intermediates must be much shorter than those for coupled vibrations (~100
fs) and solvent modes (~1 ps).11 While CPET reactions have not been fully explored
experimentally, theoretical investigations by Cukier, Hammes-Schiffer, and Savéant have
shed light on the coupling of electron and proton transfer events.90–103 (We will not
elaborate on this work, as it is discussed in another review in this issue.) CPET is
advantageous in many situations, as high energy intermediates are avoided, but proton
movement is typically limited to hydrogen-bond distances, whereas electrons are able to
tunnel more than 10 Å at reasonable rates.12,88,104 Longer-range proton transfer can be
accomplished in CPET reactions by the introduction of a hydrogen-bond relay between the
acid and the base. 104
3.2 Tyrosine PCET
The cation radical formed upon oxidation of tyrosine, here denoted TyrOH•+, is a strong
acid (pKa = −2) capable of transferring a proton to a water molecule.105–106 For Tyr
residues buried in protein interiors, however, solvent water molecules normally are excluded
and amino-acid sidechains must serve as proton acceptors. In this context, it is of interest to
note that several Tyr residues known to form radicals during enzymatic turnover are
hydrogen bonded to potential proton acceptors such as histidine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid,
and lysine. Examples include TyrZ in Photosystem II, Tyr122 in E. coli ribonucleotide
reductase,63,107–108 Tyr385 in prostaglandin-H synthase-2,109–110 and the Tyr75/Tyr96 pair
in cytochrome P450cam.111–112 Tyrosine CPET oxidation likely would be favored if there
were a proximal proton acceptor;76,113–115 a sequential electron and proton transfer
mechanism also could operate, but only with an oxidant with a reduction potential (>1.34 V
vs. NHE to generate TyrOH•+) higher than that (0.93 V vs. NHE, pH 7) of the TyrO•/TyrOH
couple.11,76,113–115 In an enzyme active site, the TyrO•/TyrOH formal potential is predicted
to vary from that associated with the same reaction in bulk solution, owing to a number of
factors—hydrogen bonding to nearby residues, electrostatic effects of charged residues, and
the effective dielectric of the protein matrix.83
The redox properties of model complexes containing phenols as tyrosine mimics have been
investigated extensively over the last twenty years, with attention focused on systems in
which phenols are near proton acceptors.87,116–133 Although unsubstituted phenol is basic
(pKa = 10.0), oxidation to PhOH•+ produces a strong acid, with a pKa shift of fully 12 units
to a value of −2. Electrochemical studies of phenol show irreversible oxidation waves, as the
loss of the acidic phenolic proton to aqueous solvent is highly favorable. Phenols with tert-
butyl substituents often are employed to probe oxidation mechanisms, as such sterically
bulky groups disfavor radical self-reactivity.
In an investigation of the reactions of triplet-excited states of C 60 and tetracene with
phenols, Linschitz and coworkers observed that luminescence quenching was greatly
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enhanced upon addition of pyridines.87,116,134 Flash-photolysis experiments showed that the
products of the quenching reaction are C60•− anion radical, neutral phenoxy radicals, and
protonated pyridines.117 A deuterium kinetic isotope effect was observed (kH/kD up to 1.65
± 0.10), indicating the importance of both proton transfer and hydrogen bonding in
promoting these reactions, which in turn were attributed to electron transfer from the phenol
to 3*C60 with concerted proton transfer to the hydrogen-bonded base.
Experiments by Lucarini and coworkers have shown that intermolecular hydrogen bonds
from hexafluoropropanol (HFP) preferentially stabilize phenoxyl radicals (Figure 8).135 EPR
equilibration techniques indicated that the OH bond dissociation enthalpy of the phenol OH
bond is lowered in the presence of HFP, owing to stabilization of phenoxyl radicals.
Solvents functioning as hydrogen-bond acceptors and donors also were shown to affect the
stabilization of phenols and phenoxyls by interacting with their –OR, –OH, and –NH2
substituents.
Reactions of phenols with the oxidant trans-[RuVI(L)(O)2]2+ (L=1,12-dimethyl-3,4:9,10-
dibenzo-1,2-diaza-5,8-dioxacyclopentadecane) yield phenoxyl radicals and trans-[RuV(L)
(O)(OH)]2+.118 Working in aqueous solution, Lau and coworkers observed pH dependent
and independent processes, consistent with concurrent oxidation of PhOH and PhO−, in
different molar ratios at varying pHs. Based on KIE and other studies of a variety of
substituted phenols, the authors concluded that the pH independent pathway was consistent
with CPET oxidation of PhOH to form PhO• and trans-[RuV(L)(O)(OH)]2+; and, a similar
mechanism was proposed for the reaction in CH3CN solution. In a plot of log(k) vs. bond
dissociation energies for a series of substituted phenols, each phenol in the data set fell on
one of two lines, with phenols containing substituted 2,6-di-tert-butyl groups falling on the
one with lower rates (those without steric crowding of –OH exhibited higher rates). These
findings demonstrate that proton transfer distance plays a role in CPET reactions.11
Meyer and coworkers have extracted the kinetics of tyrosine oxidation by M(bpy)33+
complexes (M = Ru, Os) from CV data.136 At pH 7.5, where the basic form of the buffer
constitutes a significant percentage of the total, the kinetics of oxidation correlate with the
metal complex potential, indicating that electron transfer is not involved in the rate limiting
step. However, at lower pH (pH < 6.5) and lower buffer concentrations, the expected
relationship between driving force and oxidation rate was found. The authors explained
these results by a CPET mechanism that was in competition with PT-ET at high
concentrations of base, wherein proton transfer to a hydrogen-bonded phosphate buffer base
is the rate limiting step. In a related study, the driving force for oxidation was systematically
varied by changing the potential of the oxidant or the pKa of the added base (Figure 9).137
Consistent with previous work, a CPET pathway, with electron transfer to the oxidant and
proton transfer to the base could account for the reaction kinetics. Notably, rate constants
ranging from 5.0 × 103 to 9.8 × 107 M−1 s−1 correlate well with the driving force for
oxidation.
Outer-sphere oxidation of phenol and methyl-substituted phenols by [IrCl6]2− has been
examined by Stanbury and coworkers.119 At low pH, the rate is pH independent, but near
netural pH, the rate constant is pH dependent and the kinetics are unaffected by buffer
concentration. The pH dependence is caused by competing oxidations of PhOH and PhO−,
the latter appearing in increasing concentrations at higher pH. CPET with water as the
proton acceptor appears to be the dominate pathway for phenol oxidation, as there is a large
kinetic isotope effect implicating OH bond cleavage in the rate limiting step. 119
Based on a very thorough investigation of the oxidation of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (TTBP)
and phenol in nonbuffered aqueous media, Savéant and coworkers proposed that a CPET
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process forming a phenoxyl radical with proton transfer to water is in competition with a
PT-ET mechanism where HO− acts as the proton acceptor.120–122 In electrochemical
studies, the cyclic voltammogram shows two separate reversible waves (Figure 10), one
corresponding to oxidation of the phenoxide ion, indicating a PT-ET mechanism, which
dominates in basic media, and a second wave that becomes more prominent as the pH is
decreased, suggesting CPET oxidation. A relatively large H/D kinetic isotope effect was
observed for this latter process, supporting the CPET assignment, and successful simulations
of the cyclic voltammograms were achieved with this, and only this, model. Based on
analyses of a series of laser flash photolysis and stopped-flow experiments with a variety of
electron acceptors, the rate constant for the oxidation reaction was obtained as a function of
driving force.123 The data from these experiments together with H/D isotope effects rule
against a stepwise ET-PT mechanism in favor of a CPET route. Notably, analysis of these
data suggests that the concerted process is under activation control albeit with extremely low
reorganization energies, a finding that appears to be unique to water as a proton acceptor.
Tyrosines linked to ruthenium polypyridyl photosensitizers, RuII-Tyr, have been employed
by Hammarström and coworkers to model the P680-TyrZ system (Figure 11a).105,124–
125,138–142 Photoexcitation of the RuII center in the presence of an external electron
acceptor, such as methyl viologen, leads to oxidation of the ruthenium center to form RuIII-
Tyr. Electron transfer from the tethered tyrosine to the oxidized ruthenium center ensues,
and the recovery of RuII is monitored by transient absorption spectroscopy. Ru II-Tyr-O•
was generated on the microsecond time scale in neutral water. When the solution pH is
lower than the pKa value for tyrosine (~10), the observed rate constant corresponding to this
process is pH dependent.105,124,139 Above this value, however, a faster pH independent
reaction was observed, consistent with the participation of the TyrO•/TyrO− couple. Near
the pKa value, biexponential fitting produced rate constants corresponding to both slow and
fast reactions. These data were used to discriminate between possible stepwise and
concerted mechanisms. If the deprotonation rate were less than 10 s−1 at pH values below
the pKa of tyrosine, a stepwise PT-ET mechanism would be limited by this rate. The steady
state approximation for ET-PT gave no pH dependent rate, ruling out this mechanism. The
observed pH dependent rate was initially interpreted to be characteristic of a concerted
mechanism with proton transfer to water, based on analysis involving the incorrect
assumption of a pH dependent driving force.123,143–144 The pH dependence of Tyr
oxidation in these model systems, however, could be explained by PCET reactions with one
of two proton acceptors, HO− or the basic form of a buffer, in solution, not a pH dependent
driving force.11,85,121 Later studies examined the oxidation as a function of buffer
concentrations—the rate is first order in the concentration of the basic form of the buffer at
high buffer concentrations—indicating a CPET reaction with the buffer acting as a proton
acceptor.145 However, the rate of Tyr oxidation by RuIII also was pH dependent at low
concentrations and in the absence of buffer, with a plot of log(kobs) vs. pH exhibiting a slope
of ca. 0.5. The results were attributed to a CPET reaction with ET to RuIII and proton
transfer to the bulk.145 Similar studies with 4,4′-COOEt substituted bipyridine ligands,
which yields a stronger oxidant than the parent bipyridine system, suggests a CPET
mechanism for this system at higher pH but an ET-PT mechanism at lower pH in the
absence of buffer.
The pH dependence of phenol oxidation rate constants is a curious observation. The
apparent slope in log(kobs) vs. pH plots (0.5) at low buffer concentrations is inconsistent
with kinetics modeling of ET-PT and PT-ET mechanisms.145 Hence, CPET is chosen by
elimination. But, if electron and proton transfer are in fact concerted, the challenge is to
explain why the barrier height for this process should depend on the proton (or, equivalently,
hydroxide) concentration. The notion of a pH dependent driving force has been definitively
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ruled out.123,143–144 A physically sound explanation of the experimental facts in these
systems remains to be provided.
Electronic excitation of a ReI polypyridyl-Tyr complex triggers ET directly to a triplet-
excited MLCT state without the need for external quenchers.146 The triplet MLCT state of
Re(phen)(CO)3(P-Tyr)+ (ReI(P-Y) Figure 11b), where phen is phenanthroline and P-Tyr is a
diphenylphosinobenzoic acid ligand with an amide linkage to a tyrosine residue, is a strong
oxidant, E°(ReI*/0) ~ 1.78 V vs. NHE. The tyrosine unit in the complex is oxidized within
microseconds upon photoexcitation, as determined by ReI MLCT luminescence quenching.
For pH values below the pKa of Tyr, the rate of TyrO• formation is pH dependent. At pH
values above the pKa, the rate constant was found to be invariant with pH changes, similar to
observations by Hammarström on related systems.124,139,145 Experiments employing
several buffer concentrations at different pHs indicated that, upon Tyr photooxidation (and
reduction of the excited ReI complex), the proton is transferred to the basic form of the
buffer.145 In the absence of buffer, no pH dependence was observed, as expected, and an
ET-PT mechanism presumably operates. Theoretical work supports this interpretation. 147
Several model complexes designed and built to mimic charge transfer in the P 680-Tyr-OEC
unit also have been investigated. Among these are ones in which ruthenium polypyridyl
photosensitizers have been covalently linked to manganese complexes.140–141,148–154 While
long-range charge separation has been achieved upon photoexcitation of these systems, few
if any oxidize water efficiently. Of special relevance to the mechanism of water oxidation in
the OEC are rigorous CPET analyses of electrochemical experiments on osmium aquo-
hydroxo model systems.155–158
Phenol systems have been modified with nitrogen and oxygen bases that can act both as
hydrogen-bond donors/acceptors and proton acceptors for the acidic phenol proton.
Investigators first noted an enhancement of phenol oxidation reversibility in these
complexes: they attributed these electrochemical properties to PCET mechanisms with
protons transferred to nearby tethered bases; later work, however, including analyses of
kinetic isotope effects, cyclic voltammograms, and oxidation rates as a function of driving
force, led to a better understanding of these PCET processes (vide infra).
Matsumura and coworkers examined a phenol with α-alkylamino groups in the ortho
position (Figure 12) as a model for hydrogen-bonded phenoxyl radicals that are believed to
function in biological systems.159 The reversibility of the redox couples of these modified
phenols (12a–c) is enhanced relative to a para substituted control (12d), which exhibits an
irreversible CV typical of phenols. The observation that the redox couple of 12c is fully
reversible suggests that intramolecular transfer of the phenolic proton to the hydrogen-
bonded amine accompanies oxidation.
The redox chemistry of a phenol-imidazole complex, 2′-(4′,6′-di-tert-
butylhydroxyphenol)-4,5-diphenyl imidazole (Figure 14e, R=H, X=H) has been studied by
Garner and coworkers.160 One-electron oxidation of this complex was observed to be
reversible, with stabilization of the phenoxyl radical cation attributed to an intramolecular
hydrogen bond with the imidazole nitrogen, though later work has indicated that CPET with
proton transfer to the tethered imidazole is the more likely pathway.126
In studying the oxidation of tertiary amine modified phenols (Figure 13), Pierre and
coworkers observed intramolecular proton transfer to the amine to form phenoxyl-
ammonium complexes. 161 Upon oxidation of complexes with ester or pyridine substituents
on the tertiary amine, proton transfer occurs from the phenoxyl cation to the amine. The
proposed stepwise PT-ET pathway may be kinetically and thermodynamically assisted by
formation of a multiple hydrogen-bond network that includes the substituents. But note that
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formation of this network will destabilize the phenoxyl radical by weakening the phenoxyl-
ammonium hydrogen bond.
Ueyama and coworkers observed less positive peak potentials for oxidation of phenols that
feature intramolecular hydrogen bonds to carboxyl groups.127 They attributed this behavior
to enhanced acidity of the phenolic proton, consistent with CPET.11
PCET reactions of phenols that are hydrogen-bonded to appended base moieties (primary
amine, imidazole, or pyridine Figure 14a, c, e X = p-OMe) have been studied by Mayer and
coworkers.83,128–129 Oxidation of these tyrosine models with one-electron outer-sphere
oxidants in acetonitrile produces in each case a phenoxyl radical in which the phenolic
proton is transferred to the amine by a PCET process. The CV-measured redox potentials are
lower than those of corresponding phenols without pendant bases, with the shifts a function
of the driving force associated with proton transfer to the appended base. Several arguments
that seemingly rule out stepwise pathways that would proceed through high energy
intermediates lead to the conclusion that the reaction mechanism is concerted PCET; the
primary KIE, kH/kD = 1.6–2.8 (depending on oxidant and phenol), cannot be accounted for
by either stepwise pathway, and the rate constants are higher than would be expected for any
route that involves a high energy intermediate. What is more, the driving force dependence
of reaction rate constants is consistent with Marcus theory predictions for concerted PCET.
83 It was suggested from a Marcus-type analysis that PCET in these systems is adiabatic,
with the relative sluggishness of the reactions attributable to large reorganization energies.
128 Additional experiments, however, led to reinterpretation, as the combined results are
more consistent with a nonadiabatic process.129 The proposed nonadiabatic PCET
mechanism was further supported by determinations of the temperature dependences of
reaction driving forces, which indicated reorganization energies that are much lower than
originally reported.130
Interestingly, the CPET reaction of pyridine modified phenol is about 102 times faster than
the amine modified phenol, despite similar driving forces and the fact that pyridine is a
weaker base than a primary amine.129 Comparison of the rate for one-electron oxidation of
the phenol-pyridine complex with that of a related species featuring a methylene linker
between the two rings (Figure 14c, d) showed that the latter complex reacts 25–150 times
slower than the one with a phenol-pyridine unit, even though the PCET driving forces are
similar.131 It was suggested that resonance-assisted hydrogen bonds in the phenol-pyridine
complex account for the difference in PCET reaction rates.
Experiments based on a series of phenol-imidazole compounds (Figure 14b, e) have shed
some light on various parameters affecting CPET.126 The rate constants for one-electron
oxidation of these complexes are well-correlated with the driving forces for these reactions.
Structural and electronic factors have much smaller effects on the rate constants, suggesting
that CPET tunneling probabilities and intrinsic barriers do not vary significantly in this
series of complexes. The specific effects of geometrical and electronic structures in principle
could be elucidated by comparing reactions with very similar driving forces.131
Savéant and coworkers have examined several phenol-base model complexes using
electrochemical techniques. 132 Careful analysis of the CV responses and H/D kinetic
isotope effects of an ortho-substituted phenol with an intramolecular hydrogen bond to the
appended amine indicated that oxidation occurs by CPET (Figure 14a, Figure 12a, c).132
Electrochemical oxidation is very nearly reversible, though this reversibility is lost at very
slow scan rates and in the presence of an external base, like pyridine, indicating
deprotonation of the radical cation. An H/D KIE of 1.8 along with other data rule out
stepwise PT-ET and ET-PT mechanisms. In contrast to related oxidations in homogenous
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solutions, the electrochemical reaction is adiabatic.130 Interestingly, electric fields affect
oxidation rates, decreasing proton tunneling barriers that in turn lead to exceptionally large
preexponential factors for CPET.
Intermolecular flash-quench techniques have been employed by Hammarström and
coworkers to study the oxidation of substituted phenols by photogenerated [Ru(bpy)3]3+.125
Upon oxidation, the phenols, which contain intramolecular hydrogen bonds to carboxylates,
exhibit pH dependent rate constants (Figure 15). At low pH, the carboxylate group is
protonated and the oxidation rate is pH dependent, which was attributed to concerted CPET
with proton transfer to water (or buffer). At intermediate pH, with the carboxylate group
deprotonated and the phenol protonated, the rate of phenol oxidation is pH independent and
the phenolic proton is transferred intramolecularly to the carboxylate base (CPET
mechanism). With a stronger photogenerated oxidant, ET-PT occurs. At higher pH, the
phenol also is deprotonated and oxidation occurs only by ET.
This work was extended to include intramolecular flash-quench experiments involving
carboxylate substituted phenols covalently linked to ruthenium polypyridyl photosensitizers
(Figure 16a, b).133 Analysis of transient absorption data from photoinduced intramolecular
oxidation indicated bidirectional CPET with proton transfer to the appended carboxylate.
Temperature and H/D-isotope dependences of CPET rates were interpreted with the aid of
DFT calculations and MD simulations.
Aukauloo and coworkers have investigated a RuII polypyridyl photosensitizer linked to a
phenol modified with a hydrogen-bonded imidazole group (Figure 16c).162 Electrochemical
measurements produced a quasi-reversible wave that was attributed to formation of the
phenoxyl radical, where the potentials are similar to those of other hydrogen-bonded
phenols. Photolysis of the Ru II complex in the presence of an irreversible electron acceptor,
[Co(NH3)5Cl]2+, produces an oxidized complex with an EPR spectrum attributable to a
hydrogen-bonded phenoxyl radical.
Moore and coworkers elucidated the redox chemistry of a hydrogen-bonded tyrosine-
histidine complex, BiP (Figure 17a), a model system that serves as a functional mimic of
PSII TyrZ-His190.163 The phenoxyl/phenol couple of BiP164 is reversible in the presence of
the attached base, which allows the proton to shuttle between the phenol oxygen and the
benzimidazole nitrogen lone pair, thereby localizing the proton at the site of electrochemical
activity. Additional electrochemical experiments, along with optical and NMR spectroscopic
measurements in both acidic and basic solutions, demonstrated that the BiP phenoxyl/phenol
couple is capable of water oxidation but the corresponding phenoxyl/phenoxide pair is not.
165 The products formed following photoexcitation of BiP linked to a mesityl substituted
porphyrin (BiP-PMes, Figure 17b) also were investigated: consistent with expectation, the
porphyrin singlet excited state could oxidize the phenoxide but not the phenol, owing to the
higher potential of the protonated species. A related BiP-porphyrin (BiP-PF10, Figure 17c)
was adsorbed onto the surface of colloidal TiO2 nanoparticles with the goal of mimicking
the photosynthetic chlorophyll-Tyr-His complex.163 Photoexcitation of the porphyrin moiety
in BiP-PF10:TiO2 triggers electron injection into the TiO2 conduction band, followed by hole
transfer from the porphyrin radical cation (PF10•+) to the hydrogen-bonded phenol (BiP) to
yield primarily a charge separated state, BiP•+-PF10-TiO2• −. It is likely that the proton of the
oxidized BiP phenol is transferred to the appended base, producing the phenoxyl radical that
was observed by D-band EPR at low temperature. All of these experiments suggest that
concerted PCET events play prominent roles during the oxidation of water in PSII.
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4. Protein Redox Machines
Studies of radical transport in proteins have provided insight into the critical role of proton
coupled electron transfer events in biological processes. Redox active amino acids, like
tyrosine and tryptophan, are thought to play a key role in radical transport in a number of
different enzymatic reactions. Crystal structures of several proteins indicate that these redox
active amino acid residues function in radical transport pathways, and proton accepting
residues are often positioned nearby. Mutagenesis studies have emphasized that both the
redox active amino acid residues and the nearby proton accepting residues are critical for
efficient radical transport. Below we discuss studies that illustrate the intimate coupling of
proton and electron transfer in two select biological systems, photosystem II and
ribonucleotide reductase.
4.1 Photosystem II
Photosystem II (PSII) is a miraculous molecular redox machine that uses solar photons to
drive the oxidation of water to dioxygen, thereby producing electrons and protons to reduce
carbon dioxide (Figure 18).166–167 Upon illumination, chlorophylls of the primary electron
donor P680 are photoexcited and an electron is transferred through pheophytin a (PheoD1) to
reduce a bound plastiquinone QA, which in turn reduces plastiquinone QB. Once QB is
reduced by two electrons and protonated to form QBH2, with the second reduction/
protonation believed to be a PCET event,168 the quinol QBH2 is released to the membrane
matrix and transfers reductive equivalents to photosystem I, where CO2 is reduced in the
Calvin cycle.169
The highly oxidizing P680•+ (E° = +1.26 V vs. NHE)11,170 is reduced by a tyrosine residue,
TyrZ (Tyr161 of the D1 subunit)69,171–173 on the nanosecond time scale, generating a
strongly oxidizing (1.1–1.2 V vs. NHE)11,174 neutral tyrosine radical TyrZ-O• upon the loss
of the phenolic proton. An electron cascade follows, as TyrZ-O• then oxidizes (within 30
microseconds to 1.2 milliseconds) the oxygen evolving complex (OEC), which consists of
one calcium and four manganese ions.175 This manganese cluster cycles through four
successive photoinduced oxidations (the Kok S-state cycle),176–177 extracting electrons
from two associated water molecules and ultimately releasing molecular oxygen and
returning to its reduced state.169,175,178–186
The mechanism by which the tyrosyl/tyrosine redox couple mediates charge transport
between P680•+ and the OEC is under intense investigation. Upon oxidation of TyrZ, EPR
data show a signal consistent with the netural radical form, TyrZ-O•, indicating that transfer
of the phenolic proton accompanyies electron transfer.175,187–188 The proton is believed to
be transferred to a nearby base, likely the hydrogen bonded histidine residue His190 in the
D1 subunit, 182,189–192 as oxidation of tyrosine drops the phenol pKa from 10 to −2 (Figure
18).105–106 Addition of imidazole or other small organic bases has been shown to accelerate
the oxidation of TyrZ by P680•+.191 Further, site-directed mutagenesis studies have shown
that His190 facilitates the rate of TyrZ oxidation by at least a factor of 200.189,193–196
Since the Tyr-O•/Tyr-OH0 potential (0.93 V vs. NHE at pH 7) is much lower than that for
Tyr-OH•+//Tyr-OH0 (1.34 V vs. NHE), it is very likely that CPET oxidation formulated as
Tyr-O•…+H-His190/Tyr-OH…His190 occurs, thereby avoiding high energy intermediates.
174 As noted above, the potential of this couple has been estimated to be approximately 1.1–
1.2 V in the photosynthetic membrane, an increase from the solution value. 11 The shift has
been attributed to destabilization in a nonpolar membrane environment or loss of effective
protonic contacts between aromatic residues and the bulk solvent. 11,197
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The driving forces for electron transfer, CPET, and proton transfer (Figure 19) have been
estimated based on the redox couple potentials for P680+/0 (1.26 V vs. NHE)170 and Tyr-
OH+•/0 (1.34 V vs. NHE), and pKa values for Tyr-OH+• (−2), Tyr-OH (10), and +H-His
(5.5). 11,174 Both the ET and PT reactions are endergonic, +0.08 eV and +0.26 eV uphill,
respectively. However, the CPET reaction has a ΔG° = −0.36 eV. While the calculations are
solution based values and do not include the difference in ΔG° for forming initial and final
H-bonded adducts, they underscore the energetic advantages that exist for CPET reactions
over stepwise pathways beginning with ET or PT steps.
However, recent work by Rappaport and coworkers has suggested that reduction of P680•+
may be controlled by a stepwise PT-ET mechanism. In this work, the driving force for
electron transfer was altered via site-directed mutagenesis of the axial ligand of P680 and for
proton transfer by substituting 3-fluorotyrosine (3F-Tyr) for all tyrosines.198 It was
concluded that when TyrZ acts as a hydrogen-bond donor, i.e., in the pH range where the
proton acceptor is not protonated, reduction of P680•+ by tyrosine is thus controlled by the
proton transfer to the nearby base, His190, in a stepwise PT-ET mechanism. The salt bridge
formed between the tyrosinate and the protonated base was assumed to affect the tyrosyl/
tyrosinate redox couple.
Mechanisms for OEC water oxidation mediated by TyrZ have been extensively reviewed.
11,174 We refer the interested reader to these detailed accounts, as here we will only discuss
the role of TyrZ. Based on estimates for the successive transitions of the Kok cycle, the
average potential for each of the S state transitions is approximately 0.9 V vs. NHE, so it
could be oxidized by TyrZ-O• if the estimated membrane potential of 1.1–1.2 V vs. NHE is
correct. Babcock and coworkers initially proposed that TyrZ• abstracts H• from water bound
to the manganese atoms in OEC.69,169,199–202 Protons were thought to be shuttled from
TyrZ to His190 then on to the lumen via an exit channel,69,169 where they appeared in the
bulk phase on timescales similar to that for electron removal from TyrZ.203
Not so fast! Recent structural evidence indicates that the nearest Mn ion in the OEC cluster
is over 6 Å away from TyrZ182,190,204 and the TyrZ-His190 pair is relatively isolated by α-
helices88 that would preclude rapid proton transfer.11,174 A PCET pathway must play an
important role in the oxidation of water, however, to avoid charge buildup associated with
the 4 protons lost during O2 production from water. TyrZ-O• is believed to oxidize the OEC
through a PCET process with electron transfer from Mn orbitals to the tyrosyl radical while
water based protons are transferred to the nearby hydrogen-bonded aspartic acid residue
(Asp61) and a proton from the protonated His190 is transferred back to the tyrosyl radical
upon its reduction. Asp61 is believed to be the entryway to a hydrophilic proton exit
channel, and upon protonation, the proton is shuttled to the lumen by a series of conserved
titratable residues.205–208 Asp170 also is thought to be the internal base required for PCET.
Mechanisms of this sort, which feature strong coupling between electron transfer and proton
transfer, maintain charge neutrality in going from reactants to products, thereby bypassing
barriers attributable to high energy intermediates.
4.2 Ribonucleotide Reductase
Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), the enzyme responsible for the production of
deoxyribonucleic acids, utilizes the oxidizing power of molecular oxygen to carry out
hydrogen atom abstraction chemistry.65–66,107–108,209–210 In E. coli ribonucleotide
reductase, a hole originating on the Tyr122 radical (Tyr122•) in the β2 subunit is transferred
some 35 Å to the active site in the α2 subunit, retaining sufficient oxidizing power to
generate the Cys439 radical that initiates conversion of nucleotides to deoxynucleotides.
63,65–67,211–213 Electron tunneling across the 35 Å that separates Tyr122• and Cys439
would be much slower14,28,45 than the observed kcat of ~2 to 10 s−1.85 Multistep electron
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tunneling architectures in this enzyme facilitate the movement of charges rapidly over long
distances with only a small loss of free energy. Because the enzyme operates at very high
potentials, the sidechains of aromatic amino acids (e.g., tryptophan, tyrosine) are believed to
participate in the charge migration process.63 A hopping mechanism involving the
conserved amino acids Tyr122• →Trp48→Tyr356→Tyr731→Tyr730→Cys439 has been
proposed,66,212 supported by site direct mutagenesis studies indicating that activity is
inhibited in these absence of these residues.214–217
The electron transport mechanism through RNR is thought to be closely coupled to proton
motion along and orthogonal to the participating amino acid residues in the hopping chain.
The PCET pathways, which have been elucidated after many years of work, include both
orthogonal CPET reactions and unidirectional H• propagation. The synchronization of
protons and electrons during transport through the enzyme is favored thermodynamically,
and experiments based on site-directed mutagenesis214–221 and photoinitiated radical
transport have pointed to a critical role for redox active amino acids in charge migration; and
amino acid radical intermediates have been observed in certain cases.
Experiments involving site-directed mutagenesis as well as the incorporation of unnatural
amino acids to perturb pKas and redox potentials have provided information about the
putative PCET pathway of the enzyme. Further, “photoRNRs” have been created, allowing
radical initiation by phototriggering, permitting spectroscopic examination of transient
radical intermediates. These investigations are detailed below. Note that the conserved
amino acids in the consensus ET pathway in non E. coli RNRs (e.g., mouse RNR) are at
positions in the polypeptide sequence different from those in the E. coli enzyme.
The radical hopping mechanism is initiated upon the formation of a diferric tyrosyl radical
cofactor Tyr122•, the assembly of which requires Fe2+ binding and the four-electron
reduction of O2 to H2O.66 In β2 subunits with a Tyr122Phe mutation, EPR active
intermediates attributed to iron cluster cofactor based radicals exhibit extended lifetimes as
compared to those of the wild type subunit, suggesting that these radical intermediates are
responsible for Tyr122 oxidation.107 In addition, Trp48 has been postulated to help
modulate cofactor assembly prior to oxidation of Tyr122.107,222–223
Reversible electron transfer between Tyr122 and Trp48 is proposed to play a key role in
radical transport. Structural work on E. coli RNR has identified a conserved tryptophan
(Trp48) that could participate in the radical transport pathway via direct charge transfer with
Tyr122. Trp48 is hydrogen bonded to Asp237 and His118, residues that also are conserved
in all species.224–225 In the β2 subunit of mouse RNR, the conserved tryptophan analogous
to Trp48 (Trp103) was replaced by phenylalanine and tyrosine.216 Upon initiation, the
tyrosyl radical Tyr122• formed in the Trp103Tyr mutant, but not in the Trp103Phe protein.
Neither of the mutants was active in an enzymatic assay, however, suggesting that the
conserved tryptophan is a required intermediate in the multistep electron transfer pathway.
Transient kinetics studies of Trp-Tyr dipeptides have shown that radical transfer between
these two amino acids can be controlled by pH.226–227 TyrO• has a lower reduction potential
than Trp• at physiological pHs, and Trp• was found to oxidize Tyr, whereas charge transfer
at higher pHs occurs in the reverse direction, Trp-TyrO• →Trp•-TyrO−. Coupled with
findings from structural and biochemical work, these results emphasize that Trp48 and its
cation radical Trp48•+ play key roles both in initiation of nucleotide reduction and cofactor
assembly.107,222–223
Asp237, which is hydrogen bonded to Trp48 (2.9 Å), is the most probable site for
orthogonal PCET to or from Trp48.228 E. coli RNR β2 mutants with glutamic acid
substituted at the 237 position (Asp237Glu-β2) exhibit enzymatic activity at 7% of the rate
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of wild type β2, suggesting the importance of an acidic residue at the 237 site.214 Mutation
of aspartic acid to asparagine (Asp237Asn- β2) knocks out catalytic activity. In mouse RNR,
mutants with the conserved aspartic acid replaced by alanine are able to form the tyrosyl
radical, but do not exhibit any enzymatic activity.216 It has been postulated that the position
of a proton between Trp48 and Asp237 modulates the reduction potential of Trp48.66
Further, proton transfer between Trp48H•+ and Asp237 may couple with ET between
Tyr122• and Trp48, such that oxidation of Trp48 is triggered by proton transfer to
Asp237.229
Tyr356 modulates electron transfer between Trp48 in the β2 subunit and Tyr731 in the α2
subunits. Though its location has not been specifically located in α2 or β2 crystal structures,
228 sequence conservation and mutagenesis studies221,230 have confirmed its role in radical
transport. Work by Nocera and Stubbe has elucidated the role of Tyr356 through a series of
mutant β2 subunits incorporating unnatural amino acids.67,231–233 In one such experiment,
β2 subunits containing a series of fluorinated tyrosine derivatives234 with reduction
potentials that ranged from −50 to +270 mV vs. the tyrosine potential and pKas that ranged
from 5.6 to 9.9 were used to map the pH rate profiles of deoxynucleotide production.231 The
results of this study suggested that the rate-determining step of the natural protein, attributed
to a physical or conformational step, could be switched to radical propagation by varying the
reduction potential of Tyr356•, emphasizing the role of Tyr356 as a redox-active amino acid
in multistep, long-range ET between Tyr122• and Cys439. Efficient nucleotide reduction
was observed even with the fluorinated amino acids deprotonated at the pHs studied,
suggesting that a hydrogen-bonding pathway between Trp48, Tyr356, and Tyr731 is not
necessary for radical hopping nor is hydrogen-atom transfer compulsory. Upon oxidation of
Tyr356, the proton is believed to be transferred to bulk solution, directly or possibly assisted
by amino acid residues.
Preparation of Tyr730 and Tyr731 mutants showed that activity is curtailed when these
tyrosines are replaced by phenylalanine.215 The absence of enzymatic activity in the mutants
indicates that these residues play a critical role in radical initiation, with hydrogen atom
transfer the most likely mechanism.66
Roles for Tyr730 and Tyr731 as redox-active residues in the radical transport pathway of
RNR also is supported from work in which 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Tyr) was incorporated at
these two positions.235 The lower reduction potential of NH2TyrO• as compared to TyrO•
provides a thermodynamic trap for the radical transport pathway in the mutated protein,
which is capable of turnover. Freeze-quenching of an initiated reaction allowed observation
of an organic radical assigned as NH2Tyr730/731• by X-band EPR. This study was the first
to identify a radical intermediate in a radical propagation pathway.
Work in the Nocera and Stubbe research groups also has focused on methods to
photoinitiate and monitor RNR radical intermediates by transient spectroscopy. In these
experiments, the β2 subunit is replaced by a 20-mer C-terminal peptide tail, which contains
the critical Tyr356 as well as amino acids required for subunit binding to the α2 subunit.
218,236 A photooxidant is appended nearby the Tyr356 amino acid and laser excitation
produces Tyr356•. This photochemical radical generation method effects turnover in the
presence of CDP substrate and ADP effectors when the sensitizer-modified peptide tail is
docked to the α2 subunit.227,237 In one case, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ was employed in conjunction
with a quencher-oxidant [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+ to generate a tyrosyl radical at position 356; the
low observed activities were attributed to inefficiency of [Ru(bpy)3]3+ oxidation of tyrosine.
238 Enhanced activities were obtained when photoionization of tryptophan initiated
oxidation of Tyr, though “inner-filter” optical effects and protein stability with the deep UV
wavelengths (<290 nm) required for photoionization greatly limited the system.226–227
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Benzophenone and anthraquinone also were utilized as photooxidants with excitation
wavelengths up to 365 nm.237 ReI polypyridyl complexes are particularly attractive, as their
excited states are powerful oxidants (Re(phen)(CO)3(PPh3)*+ can oxidize TyrOH).89,237
Photochemical investigations of mutants with amino acid substitutions along the proposed
radical transport pathway have shed light on details of the RNR mechanism. In the presence
of CDP substrate and ATP effector, turnover can be photoinitiated. Interruption of the
hydrogen bond network in α2 by mutation of Tyr730 to phenylalanine239 leads to
curtailment of photoinduced nucleotide reduction activity with benzophenone or
anthraquinone photooxidants.237 From analysis of potential mechanisms for radical transport
in α2, it was concluded that the proton-transfer pathway is critical for turnover and it was
further suggested that a proton-dependent hopping mechanism is responsible for Tyr731•
→Tyr730→Cys439 charge transport (PCET in which both an electron and proton transfer
unidirectionally).
High turnovers were observed in photoiniated experiments incorporating Re(bpy)(CO)3CN
as a photochemical Tyr• generator and incorporating 3,5-difluorotyrosine (3,5-F2Tyr) in
“position 356” of the β20-mer C-terminal peptide tail.240–241 When coupled to an α2
subunit with a Tyr731Phe mutation, radical transport into α2 is prevented. Employing
transient absorption spectroscopy, a tyrosyl radical intermediate, 3,5-F2Tyr• was observed.
A model has been developed to account for the observations of radical transport in RNR
(Figure 20). In the β2 subunit, the diiron oxo/hydroxo cofactor accepts a proton from Tyr122
upon oxidation. Oxidation of Tyr356 requires coupling proton release to electron transfer,
and a mechanism with PT orthogonal to ET is invoked. The orthogonal PCET upon
oxidation of Tyr122 and Tyr356 allows short distance PT steps to be coupled with longer-
distance ET steps. In the α2 subunit, the studies discussed above have suggested that the
radical transport pathway through Tyr731→Tyr730→Cys439 involves collinear PCET,
where the electron and proton are transported together.
5. Concluding Remarks
Proton-coupled electron transfers are key reactions in many biological redox processes.
Work on model systems has shown that stepwise pathways often involve high energy
intermediates, whereas concerted reactions require synchronous proton and electron
motions. Much additional work will be required before we will be able to design redox
machines that run efficiently by incorporating low barrier CPET reactions.
Extensive investigations have shown that proton acceptors positioned close to redox active
amino acid residues are able to couple distant ET reactions to short-range proton transfer.
Notably, model systems with bases appended to phenols have been employed to study PCET
involving intramolecular proton transfer in solution.
Research on the roles protons play in electron flow though molecules is expanding at a rapid
pace. Work on biological as well as small model systems will continue to advance our
understanding of the inner workings of protein redox machines. We urgently need to ramp
up both theoretical and experimental investigations of the factors that control the coupling of
electron and proton motions to build a firm foundation for the design and construction of
artificial photosynthetic machines to produce clean fuel from sunlight and water.
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Figure 1.
Flash-quench scheme for measuring intraprotein ET rates, and generating oxidized and
reduced metal centers in proteins. MS is a metal-diimine photosensitizer; MP is the protein
metal center.
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Figure 2.
Timetable for driving-force-optimized electron tunneling in RuII-modified proteins: azurin
(red); cytochrome c (green); cytochrome b562 (yellow; myoglolbin (orange); high-potential
iron protein (cyan); Zn-cytochrome c crystals (magenta). The solid lines illustrate limiting β
values of 1.0 and 1.2 Å−1; the dashed line illustrates a 1.1 Å−1 distance decay.
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Figure 3.
Model of the Cu-W-Re electron-tunneling architecture from the 1.5 Å resolution x-ray
crystal structure of Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuII-azurin.. the aromatic rings of the
phenanthroline ligand and Trp122 slightly overlap with one methyl group projecting over
the indole ring and the plane of the respective π-systems making a 20.9° angle. The average
separation of atoms on the overlapped six-membered rings is 3.82 Å, whereas 4.1 Å
separates the edge of the Trp122 indole and the His124 imidazole. Distances between redox
centers: Cu to Trp122 aromatic centroid, 11.1 Å; Trp122 aromatic centroid to Re, 8.9 Å; Cu
to Re, 19.4 Å. Reprinted with permission from Reference 47. Copyright 2008 American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Figure 4.
Transient kinetics of Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin. (a) Time resolved luminescence (red:
λobs > 450 nm; λex = 355 nm, 10 ps pulsewidth; pH 7.2), instrument response function
(blue), and fit to a three exponential kinetics model (black: τ1 = 35 ps (growth); τ2 = 363 ps
(decay); τ3 = 25 ns (decay)). (b) Visible transient absorption (λobs = 632.8 (red), 500 nm
(blue); λex = 355 nm, 1.5 mJ, 8 ns pulsewidth; pH 7.2). Black lines are fits to a biexponential
kinetics model (τ1 = 25 ns (growth); τ2 = 3.1 μs (decay)). (c, d) TRIR spectra measured (λex
= 400 nm, ~ 150 fs pulsewidth; D2O, pD = 7.0, phosphate buffer) at selected time delays
after femtosecond laser excitation. Reprinted with permission from Reference 47. Copyright
2008 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Figure 5.
Kinetics model of photoinduced electron transfer in Re(His124)+(Trp122)CuI-azurin.
Photoexcitation produces electron (red) and hole (blue) separation in the MLCT-excited ReI
complex. Hole transfer to CuI via (Trp122) •+ is complete in less than 50 ns. Charge
recombination occurs on the microsecond timescale. Rate constants for elementary steps
were obtained from fitting time-resolved luminescence, visible absorption, and infrared
spectroscopic data. Reprinted with permission from Reference 47. Copyright 2008 American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Figure 6.
Two-step hopping map for electron tunneling through ReI-modified azurin. Colored
contours reflect electron-transport time scales as functions of the driving force for the first
tunneling step (ordinate, Int→*ML) and the overall electron-transfer process (abscissa,
CuI→*ML). The heavy black lines enclose the region in which two-step hopping is faster
than single-step tunneling. The dashed black line indicates the driving force for
Re(His124)+*(Trp122)CuI-azurin → Re(His124)0(Trp122) •+CuI-azurin ET; the black dot
corresponds to Re(His124)+*(Trp122)CuI-azurin → Re(His124)0(Trp122) •+CuI-
azurin→Re(His124)0(Trp122)CuII-azurin hopping. Reprinted with permission from
Reference 47. Copyright 2008 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Figure 7.
Perimeters of the square illustrate the stepwise, limiting mechanisms of sequential proton
and electron transfer steps. The concerted pathway, CPET, is illustrated by the diagonal of
the square. (a) Unidirectional or collinear PCET: proton and electron transfer from a single
donor along the same direction to a single acceptor. (b) Orthogonal or bidirectional PCET:
proton and electron transfer to separate proton and electron acceptors. Adapted from
Reference 83. With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Photosynthesis
Research, Models for proton-coupled electron transfer in Photosystem II, 87, 2006, 1,
Mayer, J. M.; Rhile, I. J.; Larsen, F. B.; Mader, E. A.; Markle, T. F.; Dipasquale, A. G.,
Scheme 1.
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Figure 8.
Phenoxyl radicals stabilized via intramolecular hydrogen bonds to hexafluoropropanol.
Interactions between substituents and hexafluoropropanol and other hydrogen-bond
accepting and donating solvents was shown to affect the stabilization of the phenoxyl
radical.
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Figure 9.
Rates of oxidation (RT lnkred) of tyrosine vs. driving force −ΔG°′ at 298 K. (A) Driving
force was varied by utilizing several oxidants (bpy is bipyridine, dmb is 4,4″-dimethyl-2,2′-
bipyridine) with different E°′(M3+/2+) with a common base (succinate monoanion) at pH
4.9. (B) Driving force was varied by utilizing several acceptor bases (Ac−: acetate, Succ:
succinate monoanion, His: histidine, HPO42−: dibasic phosphate, Tris: tris) with different
pKa values with [Os(bpy)3]2+ as the oxidant. 0.050 M buffer solutions with a 10:1 base to
acid ratio were utilized. In both figures the slope is 0.61. Reprinted with permission from
Reference 137. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 10.
(a) Cyclic voltammetry of phenol in water at 0.2 V/s in unbuffered water. (b) Peak potentials
of cyclic voltammetry plotted as a function of pH. The black stars are the peak potentials in
D2O. The blue line is the simulated variation of peak potential for a CPET mechanism. The
color code of the voltammograms correspond to the color code of the peak potentials.
Reprinted with permission from Reference 121. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 11.
Photosensitizers with appended tyrosine utilized in studies of photochemical oxidation of
tyrosine.. (a) RuII-Tyr complexes. R = H or COOEt (b) ReI(P-Y) complex; P-Y is a
diphenylphosphinobenzoic acid with an amide linkage to a tyrosine.
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Figure 12.
(top) Phenol derivatives A–D with α-alkyl amino groups at the ortho or para positions.
(bottom) The proposed reversible redox process of C/C•+ with intramolecular migration of
the phenolic proton to the hydrogen-bonded amine.
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Figure 13.
Phenol derivatives with tertiary amines and their corresponding hydrogen-bonded phenoxyl
radicals. The multiple hydrogen-bond networks seen in the ester or pyridine substituted
pyridines affect the PCET process and the stability of the phenoxyl radical.
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Figure 14.
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds between phenols and appended (a) amines, (b, e) imidazoles,
and (c, d) pyridines.
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Figure 15.
Ortho- and para- carboxylate-substituted phenols with and without intramolecular hydrogen
bonds.
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Figure 16.
Ruthenium polypyridyl complexes with covalently linked phenols containing intramolecular
hydrogen bonds to (a, b) carboxylates and (c) imidazoles and the (d, e) corresponding
control complexes.
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Figure 17.
(a) A tyrosine-histidine model complex, BiP, with intermolecular phenol-imidazole
hydrogen bonds. (b) BiP-PMes and (c) BiP-PF10, BiP modified porphyrins.
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Figure 18.
Molecular structure of the cofactors involved in electron transfer in Photosystem-II. Image is
visualized perpendicular to the internal pseudo-two-fold axis. The electron transfer pathway
is indicated by red arrows, and distances are given in angstroms. Reprinted with permission
from Reference 204. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 19.
Driving forces for (a) ET, (b) CPET, and (c) PT reactions at TyrZ (Tyr161). Adapted from
Reference 11.
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Figure 20.
Putative PCET pathway for radical transport from Tyr122• to C439 in E. coli RNR, based on
conserved residues, crystal structures of subunits β2 and α2, and a docking model. Tyr356
has not been located in either the β2 or α2 crystal structure; other distances are taken from
crystal structures. Reprinted with permission from Reference 231. Copyright 2006 American
Chemical Society.
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